About Us


Maven Stage is formed of people committed to identifying, analyzing and presenting
management issues and work as consultants for catering the training requirements of the
industry academic and sector specific programs. We provide full service management for
conferences including but not limited to conference design, abstract management,
program development, registration, site and venue selection and booking, audiovisuals,
IT support, logistics, leisure management, marketing, printing and web services,
sourcing speakers, sponsorship and exhibitor sales, financial management and budget
control.



We are a steadily expanding company with a significant volume of repeat business from
forward – thinking managers, talent buyers from the top 500 fortune companies. We
provide a platform by bringing planners and suppliers together to create industry-wide
accepted practices and a common terminology, our profession continues to enhance the
professionalism of the meetings, forums, conferences and workshop. We additionally
tend to focus on required areas such as destination management.



Maven Stage Conferences and educational events provide a unique opportunity to hear
the most up-to-date information directly from industry experts, title holders and expert
consultants. Attendees sharpen their knowledge in their respective fields of specialties,
and share experiences with colleagues, peers and other industry professionals.

Mission
Business today is struggling with rapid changes in competition, technology, the
global economy, the workforce and the workplace. Companies must be fast,
flexible, responsive, healthy and smart-prepared for the challenges of the every
changing global scenario. The rules have changed. We all have to change if we
truly want to succeed. What worked few years ago does not work today or
tomorrow. Our mission is to conduct comprehensive surveys and studies with a
greater policy oriented focus amidst the big socio-economic changes underway in
various industries and sectors and give our clients the information and insights
they need to sustain a valuable competitive advantage

Vision




We will make sure that we serve our clients by means of providing quality
product / service, promoting pro-activeness by actively encouraging people to see
things and do things differently.
We will make sure that we provide with latest expertise to avoid the expensive
trail-and-error learning and replacing it with proven techniques.

Our Approach
 The common denominator of all Maven Stage's conferences is a mix of focus,
timing and relevance. Above all our conferences are designed to be practical, a
resource to be used by senior managers, project managers and all members of the
team from the verticals of different sectors & industries. Benefits from the ideas
and advice of leading thinkers and experts. Apply the best practice- and
performance improvement principles distilled from case studies of market
leaders. Benchmark your plans and performance against the competition. Our
training modules is an outcome of thorough telephonic desk research with an
excellent R&D work managed through highly qualified professional team.

Why Attend Our Events
 Professionals from different verticals have benefited from our conferences to be
kept-up-to-date with industry trends and the regulatory landscape, but above all
to meet their peers and to hear practitioner's business solutions to the challenges
they face.
 Maven Stage invites business practitioners to both speak and attend our
conferences, to share their insight and expertise and to network with new
contacts, to help propel both, them and organizations forward, faster and more
effectively.
 We provide a platform to industry experts and decision makers to exchange their
views on a particular issue that they can use for strategic to practical purposes. We
produce innovative,
 Inspirational and indispensable products and that will be actively sought by our
prospects.

Sponsorship
 If you are looking for a creative way to reach top level decision makers?
Why not consider sponsorship. Sponsorship offers you the perfect forum
to showcase your products and service.
 We are an organization totally involved into corporate mentoring and
event management, our events are held at prestigious five star
properties in Mumbai and Delhi, wherein the delegates comprise of
executives from the top conglomerates of the country.
 Furthermore we would like to add that we keep organizing magnum
opus event for the first time in the country on various topics
 We are looking in for sponsors for the said event in different forms,
patterns and styles, we assure that the name of the sponsor will be
reflected and a maximum exposes shall be given which will definitely
benefit the sponsorer at large in this contemporaneous world.

Industries We Focus
 Automobile
 Aviation
 Chemical
 Construction
 Dredging
 Exploration
 Engineering
 FMCG
 Manufacturing
 Mining

 Oil & Gas
 Pharmaceutical
 Power
 Real Estate
 Shipping
 Steel
 Industrial Automation
 Infrastructure
 Information Technology
 Etc….

Contact Us:

Board Line: +91 88505 82639
Email: info@mavenstage.com Web:
www.mavenstage.com

